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GAME-BASED LEARNING
Game-based learning today involves the use of computer and video games specifically
aimed to produce learning outcomes. It is designed to balance subject matter and gameplay, and later assesses the ability of the learner to retain and apply the acquired knowledge to real-world scenarios.

From games in the classroom to games on the smartphone
An effective game-based learning environment helps learners work toward a goal while
choosing actions, and experience the consequences of those actions. While students
make mistakes, the risk-free setting of a game environment allows failures to become
challenges, which then incites them to devise and revise their actions until they arrive at
the correct way of doing things.
There has always been games in the school environment. Teachers use many different games as their pedagogically approach. When
the computer came, it was possible to create games
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electronically. This has developed as we have seen the
developing of computers. Today, many games can be
played on the smartphone. Among the many benefits
of new learning methods is the multi-device nature.
New technologies make it possible for learning to take
place anytime and anywhere.
Gamification in education has always been present
with the goal of boosting motivation and making learning a fun and effective process. In recent years, gamification has moved to digital learning a development of
a new way of learning has increased exponentially [1].

The use of the games in education are increasing
Some figure can show this development. Educational
games, also known as “serious games,” are going through
a renaissance in part because of the acceptance of learning
apps on mobile devices.
“The Serious Games market” has grown from $1.5 billion
in 2012 to $2.3 billion in 2017. The larger simulation-based
learning market, which includes corporate training games
has grown from $2.3 billion in 2012 to $6.6 billion in 2017
(the figures are approximations). Much of the growth is from
apps that target the mobile market [2].

Is Game-based learning useful?
Researchers have recognized the potential of educational computer games in improving
students’ learning engagement and outcomes; however, facilitating effective learning behaviours during the gaming process remains an important and challenging issue. A study
has looked at the collaborative knowledge construction strategy that was incorporated
into an educational computer game to facilitate students’ knowledge sharing and organizing during the game-based learning process. The study concluded that the students
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revealed significantly more aggressive learning behavioral patterns, such as “comparing
and observing the learning targets” and “seeking clues and answers” during the gaming
process. The researcher conclude that the findings implies that integrating the collaborative knowledge construction mechanism into the gaming process has great potential
for helping students effectively learn and organize knowledge as well as fostering their
awareness of applying the acquired knowledge to dealing with problems [4].
Game learning
is all about playing a game. Effective game-based learning bakes
the instructional objectives right into
the game-playing experience. The
ultimate goal is that a student has so
much fun playing the game that they don’t even
realize they’re learning new information. [3]

A study examined the effects of students’ construction of computer-based
educational games concluded that
there is a significant improvements
in students’ equation-solving performance and in their attitudes towards
learning mathematics with the assistance of technology [5].

A study carried out to identify the impact of a game based learning application using computer technologies on student engagement in secondary school science
classrooms concluded in the same direction. Analysis show that the game based learning application has a positive influence on student engagement. However, game based
learning application was not equally effective for all students since girls outperformed
boys in terms of engagement and learning outcomes [6].
A study from Finland sought to improve fourth and sixth
grade students’ conceptual rational number knowledge by
letting them play a math game with a tablet device. Additionally, the study evaluated the usefulness of in-game
metrics and game features that support formative assessment. In the study, the researchers organized an 3-hour
intervention. They conclude that the students benefited
significantly from the intervention. The study conclude Illustration: Mobile Learning
that he finding is consistent with recent numerical cognition research that has suggested that rational numbers should be trained with number
lines. The researchers conclude that the research provides evidence about the usefulness
and fairness of game-based assessment. In general, the results indicated that gamebased formative assessment can be a fair assessment approach and most of the students
seems to be willing to adopt game-based learning solutions in schools [7].
All the studies shown here point in the same direction. Game-based learning is useful.
However, we are still in an early stage of the development, meaning we should be careful with the conclusions.

Learning can take place anytime and
anywhere
The traditional learning environment is the
classroom, at home or in the library. With the
new technology, we expand the learning environment. New technologies make it possible for
learning to take place anytime and anywhere.
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If we use an effective game-based learning
in an expanded environment, we can expect
that the student spend more time on learning
and they can learn more.
[1] Gamelearn (https://www.game-learn.com/growth-gamification-digital-learning-games-education/)
[2] Venturebeat (https://venturebeat.com/2013/08/16/with-amobile-boom-learning-games-are-a-1-5b-market-headed-toward-2-3b-by-2017-exclusive/)
[3] Vista College (2017) (http://www.vistacollege.edu/
blog/online-learning/game-based-learning-new-education-methods-could-help-students-in-2016/?utm_campaign=elearningindustry.com&utm_source=%2Fdigital-game-based-learning-future&utm_medium=link)
[4] Sung and Hwang (2018) Journal: Interactive Learning Environments Volume 26, 2018 - Issue 1, Pages 118-134
[5] Chiang and Qin (2018) Journal: Interactive Learning Environments Volume 26, 2018 - Issue 1, Pages 1-12
[6] Amna Khan, Farzana Hayat Ahmad, Muhammad Muddassir Malik. Use of digital game based learning and gamification in secondary school science: The effect on student
engagement, learning and gender difference. Education and
Information Technologies, November 2017, Volume 22, Issue
6, pp 2767–2804
[7] Kristian Kiili, Antero Lindstedt, (2017) Tampere University of Technology, Finland; Towards Game-Based Formative
Assessment

EDUCATIONAL GAMES
Educational games are games explicitly
designed with educational purposes, or
which have incidental or secondary educational value. All types of games may
be used in an educational environment.

Games are interactive
Educational games are games that are
designed to help people to learn about
certain subjects, expand concepts, reinforce development, understand a historical event or culture, or assist them in
learning a skill as they play. Game types
include board, card, video, and electronically games. An educational game is a
game designed to teach people about
a specific subject and to teach them a
skill. As educators, governments, and
parents realize the psychological need
and benefits of gaming have on learning,
this educational tool has become mainstream.
Games are interactive
play that teach us goals,
rules, adaptation, problem solving, interaction,
all represented as a story. They satisfy our fundamental need to learn
by providing enjoyment,
passionate involvement,
structure, motivation, ego
gratification, adrenaline,
creativity, social interaction and emotion in
the game itself while the
learning takes place [1].
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Gamification
Definitions of game-based learning
mostly emphasize that it is a type of
game play with defined learning outcomes. Usually it is assumed that the
game is a digital game, but this is not always the case. A corollary to this definiFriday 19th January 2018
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tion is that the design process of games for learning involves balancing the need to cover the subject matter with the desire to prioritize game play. This corollary points to the
distinction of game-based learning and gamification.
What exactly is meant by gamification varies widely,
but one of its defining qualities is that it involves the
use of game elements, such as incentive systems, to
motivate players to engage in a task they otherwise
would not find attractive. Game-based learning is a
combination of cognitive, motivational, affective, and
sociocultural perspectives. This is necessary for both
game design and game research to fully capture
what games have to offer for learning [2].
[1] Wikipedia
[2] Jan L. Plass, Bruce D. Homer & Charles K. Kinzer (2015) Journal:
Educational Psychologist. Volume 50, 2015 - Issue 4: Psychological
Perspectives on Digital Games and Learning
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MOBILE LEARNING AND GAME-BASED LEARNING IN TVET

M

ore than 6 billion people worldwide
now have access to a connected mobile device, and for every one person
accessing the Internet from a computer, two do
so from a mobile device. Just as mobile technology is changing the way people live, it is also
changing the ways in which people learn.

S

imulations, Games and Role Plays can be
used to model certain situations and enable
learners to learn by trial and error and conduct experiments rather than simply being passive learners. They involve learners in imaginary
or real-world situations that require them to call
upon their knowledge, apply and integrate various aspects of their studies and problem solve.
hanks to hand-held
They can be useful for
computers,
MP3
helping learners underplayers, notebooks,
stand different roles and
mobile phones and tablets,
responsibilities and for
learning can now be deproviding learners havlivered from virtually anying difficulty with high
where to any location where
levels of abstraction with
a mobile signal is available.
concrete examples of the
Such mobile learning can
theories they are learninvolve the sharing of muling about. Some of these
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timedia learning materials,
games and role plays are
Web-searching and teachcompetitive, encourager-learner and learner-learner interaction. Ac- ing the learners to outperform other students or
cording to recent studies, 30 per cent of the achieve the highest possible ratings according to
world’s Web traffic now occurs over mobile de- criteria set by the simulation.
vices rather than desktop machines, leading to
predictions that mobile Internet use will eventu- (From Collin Latchen, ed (2017): Using
ally overtake desktop use.
ICTs and blended learning in transforming
technical and vocational education and
training)
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“Mobile learning has particular relevance for TVET because the learning is practical and
happens in non-traditional settings, such as the workplace. When learning on-the-go,
having just-in-time access to the necessary study materials is essential. Further, mobiles
can be used to record activities, allowing for remote support from educators – the potential of situated learning, or for review later in a college scenario. The flipped classroom
-- studying at home or at work, and undertaking practical exercises at college -- is supported by mobiles that enable learning at any time.”
Steve Vosloo, UNESCO-UNEVOC, The Mobile Learning Week 2017
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T

he world is changing all around us. A skilled
population is the key to a country’s sustainable development and stability. We know that
obtaining a quality education is the foundation to
improving people’s lives and sustainable development. To contribute to skill people over the next ten
years and beyond, we must look ahead, understand
the trends and forces that will shape our business
in the future and move swiftly to prepare for what
has to come. We must get ready for tomorrow
today. We will make it possible for youth and young
adults all over the world to gain skills they can use
in the labour marked or to create their own jobs.
We will make it possible for every person to have
lifelong learning opportunities to acquire the knowledge and skills they need to fulfil their aspirations
and contribute to their societies.
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he Lucubrate project started in 2017 by NKB.
The aim for the project is to become one of
the world leader in knowledge transfer independent of the country you live in. The Lucubrate
Magazine is a part of the Lucubrate project.
We recognize the creative power that comes from
encouraging collaboration and innovation among a
team of knowledgeable experts. This unique energy
is our greatest competitive advantage in the world
marketplace.
• Our purpose is to bring Quality Education
and Skills Everywhere.
• Our mission is to support education for
building skills to all kind of businesses to
create possibilities for jobs and make a lasting
difference to people’s lives. Globally. 24/7.
• To be the world leader in knowledge transfer across all borders.

